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‘Perfect Practice’ Summit Designed to Inspire Workflow, Data Management
Advancements in Healthcare
EHR Integration Services to host three and one-half days of training, coaching and interactive dialogue for
healthcare professionals

Skaneateles Falls, NY, October 2, 2013—EHR Integration Services (EHR IS), a leading healthcare data
management service company that transforms complex data integration issues into clinical and operational
workflow improvements, announced today that it is in the final pre-registration stage for healthcare clinical
and IT professionals who want to attend the first ever EHR ‘Perfect Practice’ Summit and Expo—a hybrid
program, combining integrated hands-on training modules and practical breakout sessions with inspiring
special events and motivating keynote presentations.

“Physicians are dealing with an extraordinary amount of change in the industry,” said Craig Luce, president,
EHR Integration Services. “Many are implementing EHR systems to qualify for meaningful use incentives,
but are struggling to successfully integrate them with other ancillary information systems into their daily
practice. Some are doing their current administrative tasks digitally, but are struggling to free up time to
spend with their patients. Many physicians could find all of these changes daunting, but there are new IT
tools available that can actually provide an opportunity for them to improve care. Our ‘Perfect Practice’
Summit will expose participants to content experts and discounted training that can help them streamline
workflow, improve clinical processes and ultimately impact their organization’s bottom line.”

Taking place October 22 – 25 at the Lodge at Welch Allyn, the event is designed to meet the most pressing
electronic health record (EHR) and practice management training needs that healthcare professionals
address daily while assisting their clients to: streamline front desk processes, improve clinical / practice
management workflow, enhance back office productivity and leverage information technology. In addition to
multiple breakout sessions led by some of the leading minds in data integration services, three distinct
training programs will be offered. Each program is delivered in a series of 1-2hr training modules
thoughtfully scheduled throughout the conference. Attendees are eligible to pick and choose any number of
the individual training modules that are of interest across all three programs, for one fixed price.
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Sean McLeod and Michael Muyot will serve as co-keynote speakers at the event. McLeod is an award
winning Producer, Artistic Ambassador, and American Choreographer whose work spans more than 20
years and three continents. He is an acknowledged developer of movement systems, most notably his
codified “MT” McLeodTechnique, MT Afro Hip Hop, Training For Athletes (TFA), and Reinforced Motor
Function® (RMF) which are now being taught globally. McLeod is a Mediation Expert, Motivational Speaker
and Program Developer who uses the arts to teach Life Skills, Family Development, and Personality
Management for corporations and executives.

Muyot is an acknowledged leader in Sustainable Investing and has developed a unique set of tools that is
helping to drive the industry. He designed the SmartView® 360 Platform, which powers sustainability
indexes, rankings and research reports; including the NASDAQ® CRD Global Sustainability Index (QCRD),
the Global 1000 Sustainable Performance Leaders on Justmeans and the Southeastern Corporate
Sustainability Rankings.

The summit will also include a special ‘100 Thank Yous’ gala event, stress management lessons and planned
networking discussions between attendees, consultants and valued partners. Event details and registration
information can be found at http://www.ehr-integration.com/news/ehrsummit2013/summithome.html.

About EHR Integration Services
Founded in 2006 by President Craig Luce, EHR Integration Services (EHR IS) consists of a team of skilled
specialists who leverage their knowledge and experience in Healthcare IT to transform complex data
integration issues into clinical and operational workflow improvements required to manage today’s electronic
medical practice. Headquartered in Skaneateles, New York, the EHR IS mission is to improve care delivery
and bottom line results through “Perfect Practice”—the company’s proven consulting process and service
philosophy that provides the perfect approach to data integration solutions. The company’s offerings include
consulting, EHR extraction-conversion services, interface development and training, and productivity
applications. EHR IS works closely with a few select industry leading EHR/PM vendors and is an Allscripts
Certified Service Partner and GE Healthcare Professional Services Partner. For more information about the
company visit www.ehr-integration.com.
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